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feeling young and alive... 
no matter what age you are! 

e Complete, easy-to-follow 
' recorded instructions ... 

@ Special music to increase relaxati 
@ |llustrated manual revealing 

20 secret “energy points” 
on your body ... 

And more “self-health” tips 
to feel better fast! ... 

No special training needed! 
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ACUGENICS combines acupressure (acupuncture without 
needles) and guided imagery into a method for stress reduction. 
ACUGENICS can erase stress in minutes, no matter how tense you are, 
eliminating the negative effects of stress that rob you of the vital energy 
to enjoy life. ACUGENICS puts you back in touch with your body. 

ACUGENICS, or meditative relaxation, is an ancient, oriental 
technique modified to meet today’s needs. This program can help 
eliminate or reduce dozens of health problems which doctors link to 
stress. High blood pressure ... heart disease ... arthritis ... indigestion ... 
backaches ... headaches ... even depression and other emotional ail- 
ments have all been attributed to our stress-filled lives. 

Stress Relief in Five Minutes 

: 
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The first time you perform ACUGENICS, with its specially pro- 
duced music, you can expect to: 

* RELIEVE STRESS — literally within seconds... 
* BANISH DEPRESSION and other pleasure-robbing emotional 
distress... 

“ RESTORE YOUR ENERGY for the fun things in life... 
* IMPROVE YOUR HEALTH —feel results almost immediately... 

Although ACUGENICS takes just minutes to perform, its results 
are remarkable. This recording and the enclosed, fully illustrated manual 
are all that you need to master the art of ACUGENICS. 
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MICHAEL BLATE— known to millions as “The Guru of Acupres-. 
sure” — has appeared on hundreds of top radio and TV talk shows to 
teach acupressure and other “self-health” techniques. 

Author of numerous books on Oriental health methods and phi- 
losophy, lecturer and natural health advocate, Michael Blate has 
traveled throughout the world to discover and “Westernize” the fabled 
health secrets of the ancient masters of wellness and wisdom. 

As the Executive Director of the G-Jo Institute (Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida), Michael Blate has been at the forefront of the self-health move- 
ment for many years. Now, following his easy instructions, you can 
obtain the benefits of this unique, effective way for restoring harmony 
and balance into a stressful life. 

© 1981 M. BLATE 
A Product of GEMCOM INC. 

Post Office Box 5087 

F.D.R. Station New York, N.Y., 10150 
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Here are other albums from Gateway Records that you might enjoy 

From The Beautiful People Series: 

GSLP 7602 Yoga And You 

This introduction to yoga can change your life. These instructions on basic movement, breathing, and relaxation are based on Dharmamark’s well known 
classes at Serenity Institute. As you follow the simple routine, your self awareness and sensitivity will grow. Every aspect of your life can improve because 
you will be healthier both in mind and body. The album includes authentic Indian music and a booklet containing photographic illustrations and 
easy — to—follow written instructions. 

GSLP 7603 Ballet For Exercise and Grace 
Why do ballet dancers look so fantastic? It’s because they have greater muscular control giving them poise, grace and balance. This album has exercises for 
people who never studied ballet before. It teaches the basic positions and techniques that help with muscle toning and coordination. Each exercise will be- 
nefit a specific part of the body by toning all the muscles that are used to develop that part of the body. The first side of the record is warming up and 
general exercises done to classical music. The second side is for the ballet bar. A booklet with instructions and illustrations is included with the album. 

GSLP 7608 Dance Exercise 
This album provides a new form of exercises that are entertaining and relaxing. Movements, stretching and bending set to haunting music with an invi- 
gorating beat, will help relieve tension while bringing greater body awareness. A booklet with photographs and instructions is included with the album. 

GSLP 7609 ROLLER DANCING 
Learn how to dance on skates like a pro. A healthy exercise that is invigorating as you whirl and swirl to popular music 
especially recorded for this album. Vocal directions and a complete instruction booklet lead you step by step through 
the torso twist, slide stretch, skating posture and many other important and fun movements. 

GSLP 7610 AEROBIC DANCING 
This complete course can help you improve your cardiovascular system using a carefully designed exercise program with vocal instructions, 
blood pressure chart, personal improvement chart, and timed music for exercising. Invigorating and stimulating exercise for all ages! (We suggest 
that you check with your doctor before starting this program, especially if you are over age 35). 

From The Gateway Instructional Dance Series: 

GSLP 3525 Party Dances 
The Bunny Hop — Hora — Tarantella — Mexican Hat Dance — Virginia Reel — The Hokey Pokey — The Domino Polka — Hully Gully 
— Never On Sunday — Alley Cat 
A delightful collection of fun party dances that will liven up any social gathering. All music is instrumental, with detailed printed instructions on the back 
of the record jacket. The 8-track and cassette has a printed insert with instructions. 

GSLP 3527 The Art Of Belly Dancing, Volume 1 
This recording has vocal instruction that leads you through belly dancing step by step in concise and easy — to— understand language. The album back 
contains diagrams and additional instructions to round off this basic volume on belly dancing. 

GSLP 3528 The International Folk Dance Mixer 
Pata Pata — Miserlu— Road To The Isles — Hora — Tarentella — Seven Jumps — Clarinet Polka — Don’t Cry Waltz— Troika — Kolo 
The International Folk Dance Mixer is a perfect beginning for those interested in ethnic or folk dancing. The album has detailed instructions on the back 
of the jacket with each step of the popular dances carefully explained. 

GSLP 3531 The Art Of Belly Dancing, Volume 2 
This album picks up where Volume 1 leaves off. Side One provides instruction for the individual movements involved in belly dancing. Side Two pro- 
vides music to orchestrate the whole dance together. The back of the jacket contains detailed instructions for each segment of the dance. 

GSLP 3535 Tap Dancing For Beginners 
One of the country’s leading theatre personalities, Robert Audy, conducts your personal class in tap dancing. The record presents both vocal instructions, 
music for the tap dancing routines, tap dancing terminology, and complete step — by — step printed instructions for the beginner tap dancer. 
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ACUGENICS PROGRAM 

Welcome to one of the most exciting and effective 
‘‘self-health’’ programs in the history of mankind. Here, 
you will find an easy-to-learn program that brings a sense 
of wellness, self-control and relaxation you have never 
before imagined. 

It may be used alone or in combination with other 
health and fitness programs you may now be doing -- 
yoga, meditation, walking or dance exercise, for example 

-- and will bring you enormous rewards in endurance and 
vitality. 

HINTS FOR BEST USING ACUGENICS 

1. After you become familiar with the program -- after the 

beginner’s stage -- do ACUGENICS during a low period 
of the day. Just after work or during the afternoon 

. coffee break are good times. 
2. Fit your audio unit with a set of headphones to help 

you keep concentrating on the program rather than on 
any extraneous noises. 

Information on other self-health techniques may be obtained 
by sending a business-sized self-addressed stamped envelope 
to: 

The G-Jo Institute 
Box 8060-R 

Hollywood, Florida 33024 



WHAT IS ACUGENICS? 

ACUGENICS is a space-age health technique whose roots 

are buried in ancient China and Tibet. There, the most 

powerful doctor-philosophers known to man taught a few, 

select students the techniques which are the basis for 

ACUGENICS. This program will teach you a faster and more 

complete way of reaching and maintaining wellness than 

even these fortunate students were able to learn. 

ACUGENICS combines two remarkable healing techniques 

-- acupressure (acupuncture without needles) and guided 

imagery -- into a format that takes only minutes to perform. 

Yet its effects are quickly felt in all parts of the 

body-and-mind (‘‘bodymind’’). 

The immediate goal of ACUGENICS is to reduce stress 

and tension. Increasing numbers of doctors now recognize 

that a high level of inner tension is responsible for /assoc- 

iated with many of the common ailments suffered by people 

today. High blood pressure (hypertension), arthritis and 

other widespread degenerative health problems have known 

connections with high levels of stress. Oriental doctors have 

long believed that stress is directly related to as many of 

70% of all illnesses. When you reduce stress and tension, 

you help your body heal itself. 

Because ACUGENICS ‘‘burns’’ stress and tension so 

deeply from your bodymind, it has many additional benefits 

beyond helping to heal illness. Perhaps the greatest benefit 

is to help you maintain wellness -- to keep you in good 

spirits and with a high level of available energy (not stress, 

which depletes you of ‘‘the fire of life’’). You become able 

to enjoy your life much more. 

When you know ACUGENICS, you are able to sit down for 

a moment, do the special technique, and become completely 

relaxed and emotionally ‘‘centered’’ almost instantly. And its 

benefits -- even for beginners -- last for many hours. 

Furthermore, you become able to free yourself of un- 

reasonable fear...gain a sense of self-confidence that will 

carry you through nearly any situation you can name... and 

even ease the boredom and restlessness we so often 

experience when our lives are tense and stress-filled. Soon 

ACUGENICS becomes a way of life. 
e 

HOW DOES ACUGENICS WORK? 

ACUGENICS works on a little-known health system of the 

bodymind -- two of them, actually: the organ-meridian 

(acupuncture) system and the glandular ‘‘chakra’’ (yoga) 

system. 
Western doctors know of a number of bodily systems -- 

the muscular system, skeletal and circulatory systems, etc. -- 

but most doctors are unfamiliar with the psycho-physical 

systems upon which ACUGENICS works. Yet these are the 

most important healing and health-maintenance systems 

within us. 
An electric-like force -- called ch’i (bioenergy) in China 

or pranha in India -- moves along these interconnected 

systems, nourishing the organs, glands and energy centers 

(chakras), making them function. 

As this occurs, the organs produce the right electro-chem- 

ical mixture, which then provides us conscious life as we 

know it. The root of all illness -- and wellness -- is found 

within the ‘‘balance and harmony of the flow of bioenergy’’ 

to and from the organs. 

While this immaterial fluid is not yet able to be measured 

by scientific means, we can now locate numerous, tiny 

‘energy points’’ -- called acupoints -- with the complex 

electronics available today. These acupoints are the basis for 

acupuncture -- and for ACUGENICS. 

Acupoints are located along channels or pathways of 

bioenergy called meridians. Bioenergy flows along these 

meridians which are dotted with acupoints. Each acupoint 

has a number of specific uses and affects certain bodily 

areas and functions. Even though an acupoint may be 

located on the arm, for example, its effects may occur deep 

in the large intestine (or other organ). 

Not only are acupoints responsible for maintaining physical 

well-being, they are vital for emotional and psychological 

health, as well. This is because our emotions are greatly 

influenced by our blood chemistry. Bioenergy controls the 

organs which, in turn, control the blood chemistry. 

ACUGENICS works directly on your bioenergy flow, 

making it a direct and far-reaching healing technique for 

total well-being. 



HOW DO YOU DO AUCGENICS? 
This simple, two-step process may eventually be done any 

time -- especially when you are under stress. But in the 

beginning -- as you are learning this program -- you should 
do ACUGENICS when you have several free hours -- 

perhaps just before bed. This is because it is common for 

beginners to fall asleep before the recorded guide-message 
is completed. (Because of this possibility of falling asleep 

before the program is completed, it is suggested you obtain 

an inexpensive timer to automatically shut off your audio 

unit if it is not provided with an auto-stop feature). * (See 
footnote). 

Later, when you learn the technique enough to perform it 

without the recorded instructions, you may use ACUGENICS 
anywhere you choose -- especially if you have reached the 
point of MENTAL ACUGENICS (see below). 

This feeling of temporary logginess is soon replaced with a 

feeling of lightness and centeredness -- an expanded sense of 
consciousness, you might say. Most people have never felt 
the extent and ‘‘weight’’ of the stress they constantly carry 

with them. In the Orient it is said ‘‘the more ill the person, 
the more profound will be the effects of his therapy.’’ So if 
you do feel a deep, initial sense of heaviness, you know that 

ACUGENICS is working especially well for you, and that this 
feeling will soon be replaced with the characteristic lightness 
and ‘‘expandedness.’’ 

‘ You can further improve the effects of ACUGENICS by 
following the suggestions for dietary and ‘‘healthstyle’’ 

improvements (see below). 
The first step in ACUGENICS is to trigger the acupoints. 

There are 20 of these acupoints, many of them located on 
both sides of the body. They should each be triggered (see 

specific instructions below) in the beginning of the program. 
Many of them may be used for other healing benefits, such 

as immediate relief of pain and discomfort -- See THE 
NATURAL HEALER’S ACUPRESSURE HANDBOOK, avail- 
able through the G-Jo Institute. 

As soon as the acupoints are triggered, you use the 

technique known as guided imagery to ’’trace’’ and control 
your bioenergy flowing along its pathway-like meridians. 
You also visualize your organs being bathed in_ this 
all-powerful healing force, plus other specific instructions 
that are in the recorded message which guides you. 

“NOTE: It is also typical to awaken so refreshed and 

relaxed at the end of the recording that it may be difficult to 
get back to sleep for a short time. If you find this to be the 
case with you, perform ACUGENICS at a better time. 

IMPORTANT: IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE IF YOU 
HAVE ‘‘NO IMAGINATION’? OR ARE NOT ABLE TO 
FOLLOW ALONG WITH THE, MESSAGE--YOUR SUBCON- 
SCIOUS MIND WILL HEAR AND OBEY THE INSTRUCT- 
IONS... EVEN THOUGH YOU MAY BE FAST ASLEEP! 
Simply listen to the message and follow along to the best of 
your ability. Our minds have tremendous subconscious 

powers, memory and abilities of which even the most 
enlightened of us are unaware. 

Later, when you preform ACUGENICS without the record- 

ed guide, your subconscious part will also help balance your 

flow as it has been trained to do during your sessions with 
the recording. 

In the beginning, it will take you the length of the 
recorded message to perform ACUGENICS. Later, as you 
memorize the points and meridians, you can mentally 
‘‘trigger-and-trace’’ your bioenergy network in a matter of 

seconds! 

HOW OFTEN DO YOU 

DO ACUGENICS? 

For the first two weeks, you do ACUGENICS once a day, 

just before bed. If, in a few days, you find any difficulty in 
dropping off to sleep because you feel “too energized” 
afterwards, simply change your time to do ACUGENICS to a 
time when you want to feel this burst of energy -- say, at 

around mid-afternoon. After the second week, do ACU- 

GENICS only every other day for two weeks, then drop to twice 
a week after the first month. 

It would seem that, if a program works so well, you’d 
want to do it every day, and perhaps several times a day, 
even. But, no -- the basis of all natural healing/wellness 

techniques is subtlety; doing too much of this (or any other) 
technique, can ‘‘nullify’’ its benefits. The best example of 
this is ‘‘health foods’’: certain foods can be very good for 
you -- in moderation. But if you eat too much of even the 

best food, you’ll either get sick or get fat. Sometimes both. 
It is important to trigger each of the acupressure points, 

even though you may feel too relaxed and blissful after the 
first few points to: complete the acupressure portion of this 

program. Each acupressure point has its specific place in 
ACUGENICS, so once the process is begun, it should be 
completed. 

As you evolve to doing MENTAL ACUGENICS, you may 
do this program whenever you need it. Most people are 
easily able to do MENTAL ACUGENICS within a month 

after starting this program as beginners. You should move 
as quickly as possible to doing MENTAL ACUGENICS, and 
using the acupressure techniques only under times of stress. 

CAN ANYONE USE ACUGENICS? 
Because it is safe and natural, this program may be used 

by anyone. However, acupressure is a very powerful 
technique; for this reason, it should not be used by certain 

people: 

1. Pregnant women, especially those beyond the third 

month of pregnancy... 
2. Chronic heart patients, especially those wearing pace- 

maker-type devices... 
3. Anyone taking regular or daily medication for serious 

illnesses (such as diabetes, etc.) -- acupressure and 

medicines usually don’t ‘‘mix’’ well. 

Also you should generally: 
1. Wait for about four hours after taking drugs, medica- 

tions, alcohol or other intoxicants before applying’ 
acupressure... 

2. Wait for about 30 minutes after taking a hot bath, 
eating a heavy meal or doing strenuous, physical 
activity before applying acupressure... 

3. Avoid any acupressure point that falls beneath a scar, 
mole, wart, varicose vein, etc. -- but do use the point 

on the opposite side of the body... 
4. See your doctor first before starting ACUGENICS if you 

have any recurring health problems of an unresolved 
nature. 

While the above are primarily rules for physical ACU- 
GENICS, anyone may use MENTAL ACUGENICS. So it is 
recommended that, if you fall into one of the above 
categories, you immediately begin MENTAL ACUGENICS 
and avoid the physical -- or acupressure -- portion of this 

program. 

HOW TO PERFORM ACUPRESSURE 
There are a number of ways of performing acupressure, 

depending on the desired effect. (One way -- known as G-Jo, 

fully described in THE NATURAL HEALER’S ACUPRESS- 
URE HANDBOOK -- is for symptomatic relief. In this case, 
you use a deep, digging or goading kind of fingertip 

massage atop the acupoint. For ACUGENICS, you simply 
use deep pressure of the fingertip -- no massaging or 
goading, but simply holding your finger pressed down on the 
point -- for about five seconds per acupoint. 

Acupoints are tiny -- only about the size of a pinhead. To 
locate one, look at the illustration in this program and read 

the description of its precise locations. Then take the tip -- 
not the pad or fleshy part -- of your thumb or index finger 
knuckle (in case you have a long thumbnail), and press 

deeply until you find a tender ‘‘ouch point.’’ It should feel 
like a toothache or pinched nerve when you contact it. 

If you have difficulty in finding the point -- especially 

when you are following the recorded message -- simply press 
in the approximate area. Even this will bring about most of 
the desired benefit. But it’s better if you can make sure the 

point announces itself with a ‘‘loud’’ twinge of sensitivity. 
Then simply hold that deep pressure for a few seconds... 

release... and move to the identical spot on the opposite 

side of the body and repeat the process. 

ACUPRESSURE POINTS 

ACUPOINT 1 

On the sole of the foot, in 

line with the third toe. 

ACUPOINT 2 

On a diagonal line between 
the bulge of the inner ankle 
and the corner of the heel. 

ACUPOINT 3 

The width of one hand above, 

in vertical line with, the bony 

bulge of the inner ankle. 



ACUPOINT 4 

In the soft ‘‘hollow’’ behind 

the bony bulge of the outer 

ankle. 

ACUPOINT 5 

On the inner aspect of the 
leg, just below the bottom of 

the kneecap. 

ACUPOINT 10 

On the inner aspect of the 

arm, at the elbow area (end of 

inner elbow crease). 

ACUPOINT 6 

On the frontal meridian, about 

two inches below the navel. 

ACUPOINT 7 

On the frontal meridian, at the 

xyzphoid process. 

ACUPOINT 8 

On the frontal meridian, about 

three inches above the 

xyzphoid process. 

ACUPOINT 9 

In the joints where the arms 

meet the chest. 

ACUPOINT 11 

On the outer aspect of the 

arm, at the elbow area (end of 
outer elbow crease). 

ACUPOINT 12 

About two inches below ACU- 

POINT 13, in line with middle 
finger. 

ACUPOINT 16 

ACUPOINT 13 At the line of the inner wrist, 

in line with the little finger. 

Abot two inches above wrist, 
in line with the middle finger. 

ACUPOINT 14 

About two inches above the 
line of the inner wrist, in line 

with the middle finger. 

ACUPOINT 17 

On the shoulders, midway be- 

tween the tips of the shoulders 
and the neck. 

ACUPOINT 15 

On the back of the hand, in 

the ‘‘webbing’’ between the 

thumb and forefinger (to find 
this point, place your thumb 

tightly against your forefinger; 
the fleshy mount that appears 

is the area where this point is 
found). 



FRONT OF BODY 

FRONT OF BODY 

ACUPOINT 18 

Between the upper lip and the 

bottom of the nose. 

ACUPOINT 19 
REAR OF BODY 

Between and just above the 

eyebrows -- the so-called ‘third 

eye.’ 

ACUPOINT 20 

At the top of the head, in the 

the so-called ‘‘crown 

chakra.”’ 
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TRACING THE 

MERIDIANS OF BIOENERGY 
Bioenergy pathways or ‘‘meridians’’ run from the outside 

of the body -- from the electro-magnetic ‘‘aura’’ which 
Surrounds every being, according to the theory behind 
ACUGENICS-- to each of the vital organs (and subsequently 
to the glands, as well), then returns to the aura for 
“‘recharging.’’ (This aura may be easily seen by placing a 
person about three feet in front of a blank, light colored 
wall, then by standing 10 or 15 feet away from that person 
and, as though looking through that person and focusing on 
the wall behind him; the aura should instantly ‘‘pop’’ into 
view -- it will appear as a light or white “haze”and should 
be irregular in shape). 

The channels or meridians generally run up or down the 
arm or leg and are named for the organ they ‘‘connect’’ to 
the aura of bioenergy. 

While the meridians may be easily traced with the 
fingertip -- and this, too, has powerful healing benefits -- it 
is easier and just as effective to trace each pathway 
mentally, simply focusing your mental attention up and down 
the arms, legs or body, following the spoken instructions. 

Before you begin the ACUGENICS program, you should 
familiarize yourself with the location and direction of each 
meridian, as well as the location and shape of the organ 
each meridian is ‘‘connected to’’ and feeds. 

After you trigger the acupoints, you will imagine energy 
flowing smoothly and harmoniously in the proper direction 
along each meridian. NOTE: IT IS IMPORTANT TO 
IMAGINE BIOENERGY FLOWING IN THE PROPER DIR- 
ECTION -- NOT REVERSED! Even if you have difficulty in 
following the verbal ‘‘roadmap’’ in the record, it will make 
no difference -- if you familiarize yourself first with these 
illustrations. This is especially true if you will physically 
trace each meridian before doing ACUGENICS the first few 
times. Don’t try to memorize these channels -- simply 
looking at them for a few moments before settling into the . 
program each time will be enough. The bodymind has an 
innate intelligence that is already quite familiar with this 
network and its ‘‘flowchart.’’ 

An important part of tracing the meridians is to also focus 
on the organs connected to them. You will imagine each 
vital organ being bathed in warm, glowing light, healed and 
restored to proper functioning at the beginning or ending of 
each meridian, according to the instructions. 





MENTAL ACUGENICS 
The ultimate goal of this program is to lead you to 

perform MENTAL AUCGENICS at all times, except those 
when tension and stress are at particularly high levels. 

To do MENTAL ACUGENICS, you will simply imagine a 
tingling (some say ‘‘burning’’ or ‘‘electric-like’’) feeling at 
each of the acupressure points, in their proper sequence. 
Begin by sitting in a relaxed position... closing your eyes... 
taking several long, deep breaths -- inhaling through your 
nostrils at, say, a three count and exhaling to a six count. 
You will then imagine all the tension draining out of your 
bodymind, from your head, downward, exiting through the 
soles of your feet. (This is generally a good way to begin 
even physical ACUGENICS, too). 

Then you will trigger each aucpoint in your mind, 
imagining it to be tingling in a burning or glowing manner. 
Even if you have difficulty visualizing this, simply focusing 
on the area of your body where the point is located -- 
keeping in mind the INTENTION of triggering it -- will be 
enough to gain the benefits of this technique. Your 
subsconscious mind will still be able to work its ‘‘magic.’’ 

Then you will do the usual imaginary tracing of the 
channels of bioenergy as you would ordinarily. However, 
when doing MENTAL ACUGENICS, you may reduce the 
process - which would normally take up to 15 or 20 minutes 
-- into a matter of seconds! 

OPTIONAL IDEAS 
You can increase the effectiveness of ACUGENICS in a 

number of ways. One of the best is to ‘‘hold’’ the state of 
deep relaxation and ‘‘use’’ it to ’’reprogram’’ certain 
negative qualities you perceive in yourself. When doing this, 
it is vital to keep any reprogramming on a positive note -- 
not negative. 

That is, you should always envision yourself moving 
toward a desired state or situation, rather than moving away 
from one that you want to avoid or release from your life. 
For example, if you wanted to use this state to help you get 
along better with your children, you would program yourself 
-- not to stop fighting with them -- but to become more 
loving and tolerant. As this occurs, the fighting would take 
care of itself. But if you program yourself to stop arguing 
with them, you don’t leave yourself a clear vision of the 
state of being you do want. 

You can also use ACUGENICS to reinforce any other 
self-help or self-health program you are currently. involved 
with. For instance, you would simply add the appropriate 
acupressure points from any of the G-JO INSTITUTE 
SELF-HEALTH PROGRAMS (Stop Smoking Soon, Permanent 
Weight Loss, Sexual Pleasure Enhancement, etc.) -- plus 
their specific messages you ‘‘plug into’’ yourself (which 
would be done at the end of the recorded session of 

ACUGENICS) and greatly increase the effectiveness of the 
program. (Copies of these programs may also be obtained 
from the G-Jo Institute at the address listed in the front of 
this book). 

MAKING ACUGENICS 
EVEN MORE EFFECTIVE 

MAKING ACUGENICS EVEN MORE EFFECTIVE 
Health problems are nearly always caused by abuse 

(wrong foods, smoking, pollutions, harsh emotions, etc.). 
While the bodymind always seeks to heal itself -- and 
though ACUGENICS gives your self-healing powers an 
incredible boost -- no therapy or health maintenance 
program can be complete until you stop the abuses that 
cause or perpetuate illness. 

Even when abuse is not the direct cause of health 
problems, by continually abusing ourselves, we weaken our 
systems and set ourselves up for some kind of health failure. 
This is why the most important therapy is to stop the abuse. 

Furthermore, there are ways of eating that either create/ 
perpetuate health problems or encourage the bodymind to 
heal itself. While the medicinal benefits of food are not 
widely known in the West, eating ‘‘medicinally’’ has been a 
widespread practice throughout the East for centuries. 
Though this way of eating is complex and requires a fair 
amount of knowledge of the physical and even emotion- 
producing properties of each food, there are four easy ‘‘rules 
of thumb’’ to follow to obtain much of the benefits of right 
eating. 

First, eat regionally and seasonally. Focus on fresh goods 
grown within 50 miles of your home (same environment). 
Fresh fruits and especially vegetables are your best food 
source. 

Second, move toward a vegetarian diet, with the basis of 
your diet centered around whole grains. The most nearly 
perfect food for man is not milk: it is whole (brown) rice. 
This is because the bioelectrical properties of rice are the 
most nearly compatible to the human biochemistry. (As an 
aside, more than 30% of the energy derived from food that 
feeds all the human beings on earth is derived from rice). 

Avoid all meats and slaughtered animal products. When a 
creature is slaughtered, its ‘‘fight-or-flight’’ chemicals are 
locked into its tissues and are passed on to the ultimate 
consumer. This affects your biochemistry and helps keep you 
in a state of fear and tension, one of the roots of illness. 

Third, avoid all salty or harshly sweet foods and drinks. 
This includes alcohol and even tobacco (their effects on the 
digestive organs are surprisingly similar to harshly sweet 
[sugar and sugary] foods). Such foods and substances create 
chaos within and are primary causes of such emotional 
problems as depression, confusion, anger .and other symp- 
toms of insulin/adrenalin imbalance, etc., as well as more 
‘“‘physical’’ health disorders. 
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Fourth, eat four or five small meals daily -- making sure 
you chew well -- rather than several large meals (especiallly 

if your main meal is in the evening). Biggest meals should 
be early in the day rather than later. 

Nutritional supplements (e.g., vitamins and minerals) may 

be useful for helping to restore balance, but they should not 
be used indefinitely. In good health, and though a proper 
diet, the bodymind is capable of producing every nutritional 
aid it needs. This is why people can stay healthy and lead 
long, happy lives with widely varying diets. When nutritional 

deficiencies occur, it means that the organ(s) ‘‘in charge of’’ 
producing that nutrient are malfunctioning. In great part, 
ACUGENICS will help restore that balance, especially if you 
eat “‘right’’. 
When you add a vitamin or mineral supplement to your 

diet, you trigger and stimulate the “lazy” organ to increase 
its own production of that nutrient (rather than ‘‘extracting’’ 
the nutrient from the pill instead of your ‘‘homemade’’ 

_ vitamin). 

This means that nutritional supplements may be taken for 

up to a year -- preferably no longer than six months. Beyond 

that, you may actually be crippling the organ and making it 

become ‘‘dependent’’ on the vitamin ‘‘fix.’’ Unless you are 
otherwise directed by your doctor, use the dosages recom- 

mended on the bottles -- and stay aware of any negative 
allergic reactions or continuing discomforts from the use of 
these supplements. 

HERBS -- 

NATURE'S MEDICINE 

There are a number of herbal infusions (teas) which may 

be used in conjunction with the ACUGENICS program, 
especially where relaxation and stress reduction are of 
primary interest. The following are a list of herbal relaxants 
which may be used in place of other beverages. However, 
don’t abuse any of these herbs, because they are medicinal 

and may have noticeable side-effects if taken too much on 
a long-term basis. 

The above may be purchased at most health food stores. 

Herbs should steep for at least 40 minutes to get full, 

medicinal benefits from them. Since each herb has a specific 

quality, it may be good to blend three of four (never more 

than five) of them together. But first, try each one and see 

which ‘‘tastes best’’ or ‘‘right’’ to you. If it tastes ‘‘bad,”’’ 
avoid it -- your system has no need for it. 

Never use an iron or aluminum teapot or kettle, as these 
change the character of both the tea and water. Instead, use 

either glass or pottery. And boil your water in a stainless 

steel kettle. And, as a rule of thumb, let leaves steep in hot 

(boiled - not boiling) water, but boil roots (except valerian 
for the suggested length of time. 

HERBAL RELAXANTS 

chamomile 

mint 

oregano 

rosemary 

passionfruit 

lobelia 

goldenseal 
hawthorn berries 

basil 

catnip 

hops 

linden flower 

lady’s slipper 

scullcap 
valerian 

VALERIAN 

ROSEMARY HOPS 






